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Year Group: (Year 2)                 
            Bramble Pledge Roald Dahl Day and Brooke Farm      

SUBJECT  Week1  Week 2  Week 3  Week 4   Week 5  Week 6  Week 7 
MATHS  Place Value:  Addition:  Subtraction:  Multiplication:  Division:  Shape:  Time: 

  Number bonds,  Two digit numbers  Two digit and ones,  KAS check – scales,  Doubles and halves,  Names of shapes,  Revisit half past 

  more than and less  and ones, two digit  two digit subtraction  couting in 2’s, 5’s,  counting in 2’s, 5’s,  sorting 2D and 3D,  and o’clock, move 

  than, partitioning  addition using  using partitioning and  10’s and applying  10’s and applying.  faces, edges and  on to quarter past 

  and a focus on  partitioning,  estimation.  using these     verticies  and quarter to. 

  writing numbers  estimation.     strategies: box     introduction.     
  correctly.        method.             

ENGLISH  

A bear called Paddington  
How do you think Paddington ended up at the train station?  

Explain how Paddington got his name.  

How do you know the Browns liked Paddington?  

Can you tell me about any other book characters who get into a mess, like Paddington?  

How are Paddington and The Beast (Y1 text) similar? How are they different?    

HISTORY  

Mary Anning and David Attenborough 
See scheme of learning and knowledge organiser 

   

GEOGRAPHY  

Human and physical Geography fieldwork study 
Mansfield and Nottingham 

See scheme of learning and knowledge organiser 

   

ART/ D and T  

The pea and princess. (read the story)  
What designs are there on the mattresses and blankets?  

Pupils to sketch their own designs using a variety of colours/patterns 

Paint their own design onto a piece of fabric and create a class patchwork blanket 

Pupils to be taught to cross stitch and practice  

Stitch cross stick in aida fabric 

   

SCIENCE  

Living things and their habitat 
Explore and compare the differences between things that are living, dead, and things that have never been alive 

Identify that most living things live in habitats to which they are suited and describe how different habitats provide for the basic needs of different kinds of 

animals and plants, and how they depend on each other 

Identify and name a variety of plants and animals in their habitats, including micro-habitats 

Describe how animals obtain their food from plants and other animals, using the idea of a simple food chain, and identify and name different sources of 

food 
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PE  Dynamic gymnastics 

Music  
African music  

Liaise with CAT and Brunts will offer support for an afternoon 

ICT /PSHE    
Internet saftety and using 

ICT Safely       

RE 

Sacred Texts: The Quran 

What is the Quran and 

why is it important? 
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